
Version 4.04

New Features

 Additional Banner filters — We've updated the filter options for banners. From version 4.04+ you can now use the same Customer-based filters 
here that you're already accustomed to using in Layers. 

 Orders on Hold - search by Reference or Customer — An enhancement has been made to the Orders on Hold page, allowing users to filter
/search their held orders by either Reference or Customer Code. The previous search only looked for Order Number.

 New display options for Technical Specs — We've enhanced the  with some new display options. You can Product Technical Specifications widget
now choose to show/hide feature titles, or hide just the duplicates. You can also choose to display or exclude only a subset of features, using a 
comma-separated list.

 Delivery Address B2C widget - country and state options — From version 4.03+, a new editing interface helps you update the country and state 
options on the . The new editor groups each country with its respective state list, so you only have to enter state Delivery Address B2C Widget
data in a simple format, rather than a long code string with curly brackets and semicolons and single quotes.

Fixes

 Offline Order Confirmation emails display order number — Offline order confirmation emails have not traditionally included the sales order number 
in the subject line....... until now. From version 4.03+, the order number will be included in the email's subject line (just like web orders do)!

 Search widget heading display — We detected a minor issue where the 'Product Suggestions' heading wasn't appearing if thumbnail images 
were also being displayed in the . This has now been corrected.Product Search widget

 PayPal Express workflow fixes — We have removed a restriction with PayPal Express checkout where users were unable to change freight 
options after returning from PayPal.
We have also improved the workflow with PayPal Express checkout when users navigate away from the final checkout page or session times out 
after coming back to the final checkout page. Now, an overlay is shown which forces the user to either finish the order, or abandon the PayPal 
Express checkout (order is kept intact).

 Product Title default widget behaviour — The Product Title widget has been updated so that the subtitle prompt won't be displayed if the 
associated product code is not shown. Also, the display of the product code no longer depends on a subtitle or subtitle prompt - you can choose 
to bypass these and just display the product code if you wish.

 Display option for Product List Grid widget — To reduce confusion around what this widget actually does, the old "Show Products" and "Show 
SubCategories" options in the  have been merged into a new setting called " ". Select fromProduct List Grid widget Product Display Option

Products OR Subcategories
Subcategories Only
Products Only

 Mobile menu multi-level display — In some instances, the mobile menu was getting over-excited and displaying links to menu items that had no 
'child' items to drill down to. We've calmed the mobile menu back down again.
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